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OVERVIEW
European gas markets entered the winter with gas storage sites nearing full capacity, high LNG imports expected
and the continent poised to avoid significant cold snaps at least until the end of 2019. Meanwhile, French and
Belgian nuclear availability is strong relative to previous years and German renewables are likely to continue to hit
record levels of power generation over the winter.
These factors should continue weighing on European energy prices this winter.
However, with risk looming over Russian gas supply to Europe as well as market uncertainty posed by potential
nuclear outages and near-term carbon emission allowance price movements, there is bullish potential despite the
comfortable picture for energy supply and demand fundamentals.

GAS
■ Markets enter the gas winter with storage levels near

contracts, with the NCG and TTF Winter ’19 expiry price
each assessed 40% cheaper than in 2018. This reflected
the confidence of participants that oversupply will continue
to flood gas markets with bearish pressure over the winter.

100% full

Gas reserves serving the Dutch grid entered October
above 99% full. The situation was similar in neighbouring
continental and UK markets.
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Mild fourth quarter
Meteorologist MetDesk’s outlook during the first week
of November indicated that temperatures should remain
above seasonal norms for much of November across
northwest Europe. The British NBP, Dutch TTF and
German NCG Winter ’19 contracts each expired at a
discount to both their respective 2018 and 2017 winter

TTF Winter ‘19

DUTCH STORAGE LEVELS ENTERING WINTER

27

A mild temperature outlook for the fourth quarter of 2019
has kept European gas prices under hefty pressure,
leaving shippers reluctant to withdraw large volumes from
stocks. A continuation of high LNG offtake is also likely to
offset price risk from any sudden spike in demand in short
spells over the winter months.

NCG Winter ‘19

Source: ICIS
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WINTER ‘19 CONTRACTS FOLLOW STRONG
DOWNTREND TO EXPIRY

19

keep gas stocks at multi-year highs and cap upside, as
temperatures grow colder
■ Mild start to winter expected, with potential for above
average temperatures from December into the first
quarter of 2020
■ Expiry of the Ukrainian transit contract at the end of the
year creates uncertainty over Russian gas supply to
Europe
■ Agreement over the final Nord Stream 2 pipeline route to
ease future supply uncertainty from Russia
■ Reduced production from the Dutch Groningen facility
for gas year 2019
■ Increased demand from the power sector to continue
supporting prices

€/MWh

■ A continuation of high LNG supply into Europe likely to

Colder start to 2020
Longer-term weather models indicate below-average
temperatures are more likely during the first quarter
of 2020 across northwest Europe. The current outlook
indicates that February and March are likely to be the
coldest months as things stand. The temperature risk is
reflected in the time spreads, with NBP products set to
deliver over the first quarter of 2020 at a strong premium
to the fourth quarter of 2019.
WIDENING Q4 ‘19 - Q1 ‘20 SPREAD ON HEIGHTENED RISK

Supply risk
The key bullish risk for European gas markets this winter
is uncertainty over core supply routes shipping Russian
gas into continental Europe. The uncertainty has boosted
the level of risk premium priced into gas contracts for
delivery during the first quarter of 2020.
Traders have priced supply risk into Q1 ’20 contracts due
to the upcoming expiry of Gazprom’s agreement with
Ukrainian incumbent Naftogaz for the transit of Russian
gas volumes through Ukraine into other European
markets. The two parties have yet to agree on a new
deal. With the next talks scheduled in November, failure
to find a resolution would lead to an upsurge on firstquarter gas products.
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during the first three quarters of 2019, climbing 70% from
the previous year to reach around 15 billion cubic metres
(bcm). The Netherlands, Belgium and the UK also expect
a high rate of imports throughout the winter.
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The Dutch economic ministry announced in September
that Groningen production for the gas year 2019 will be
capped at 11.8bcm, 4bcm below previously planned, and
UKRAINE GAS TRANSMISSION

For example, the last week of September, the TTF
February ‘20 contract closed €0.125/MWh above January
‘20, reflecting the weather risk. On the same date the year
before, the January contract was €0.025/MWh higher. At
the NBP, the spread this year was 0.725p/th, while in 2018
the difference stood at 0.138p/th.
LNG offtake
High LNG imports into Europe seen throughout 2019 are
expected to continue this winter and dampen the risk of
lower Russian gas supply and reduced production in the
Netherlands, as well as a potential sustained cold spell.
Strong LNG deliveries should continue throughout the gas
winter, with growing US LNG export capacity ensuring
that current high rates of LNG send-out continue into
the continent. The US is the largest supplier of LNG into
northwest Europe. In France alone, LNG imports surged
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LNG
LNG volumes will likely continue to head to northwest Europe
as southern European terminals such as in Spain remain
close to full capacity. With the northeast Asian winter
looking set to be mild, the region’s LNG demand for winter
heating will be cut, freeing up volumes for export into
Europe. Furthermore, cargoes from the world’s largest
LNG producer Qatar are flooding into the UK and these
volumes look set to be a feature of this winter, with the
consequent impact on regional hub pricing. This winter
could therefore be a repeat of 2009/2010, when Qatari LNG

at times effectively set a price floor and ceiling linked to
the rate of send-out from South Hook into the NBP. While
Europe’s ability to absorb supply is limited by high storage,
inventories could drain rapidly if temperatures suddenly
turn colder than expected as they did in 2018. The build
of US LNG is expected to continue through the winter, as
new trains are scheduled to come online at the end of the
year and into early next year. This is likely to ensure the
continued strength of LNG flows into Europe throughout the
winter period.
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6bcm less than the field’s output in gas year 2018. The
lower-than-expected production could further squeeze
margins and particularly boost prices in a potentially cold
first quarter of 2020.
Meanwhile, continental gas contracts for 2020 delivery
experienced some downward pressure in October as
Gazprom settled a dispute over the under-construction
Nord Stream 2 pipeline with Danish authorities. However,
the 55bcm/year capacity pipeline is not expected to begin
flowing gas until at least the end of the first quarter of 2020
and will therefore have limited impact on the upcoming
winter supply.
In Germany, a prior supply risk seems to
have been alleviated. In the GASPOOL market area, prices
saw heavy pressure towards the end of September by the
re-instatement of a third-party access rule on the OPAL
pipe, which connects Russian flows from Nord Stream to
the Czech Republic. Operator OPAL-Gastransport had cut
off 50% of Gazprom’s access to eastward transit capacity.
This means some of the gas coming in through Nord
Stream will be stopped up in the GASPOOL market area.
German GASPOOL prices reacted to the extra supply
outlook with a front-quarter discount to the TTF in the final
sessions of September. However, looking back at fourthquarter flow patterns between the two countries over the
past three years, exports to the Czech Republic averaged
less than 33 million cubic metres (mcm)/day - flows which
can still be assured even with the restriction.

CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE
Central and eastern European natural gas markets may
see a turbulent winter in light of the pending expiry of the
transit agreement between Ukraine and Russia. Regional
markets will rely even more on storage stocks as central
European countries, apart from Poland, lack any direct
connection to LNG supplies which could mitigate any
potential supply risk.
Storage levels in most countries stand at technical full
capacity. but markets will still lack flexibility in the coming six
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months ahead of an uncertain winter. If the transit agreement
is not renewed, Austria and the Czech Republic are likely to
increase imports from neighbouring Germany. This may lead
to wider price differences to northwest European markets
in the first quarter of 2020. Full storage may cap potential
upside on widening spreads between central and western
Europe in the fourth quarter, when demand is typically lower.

SOUTHERN EUROPE
In Spain, tightening premiums to the TTF benchmark for
winter products indicate that its domestic LNG intake and
healthy reserves will also maintain pressure on prices
over winter months. Spain, as the continent’s biggest LNG
storage zone, has been a key recipient of the 2019 LNG
glut with intake representing more than 58% of Spain’s
gas import ratio over the first nine months of 2019. The
highest ratio in the last six years was 46% in 2017,
according to grid operator data.
Algerian pipe flows to Italy are likely to rise in the winter
season in line with a seasonal ramp-up in demand. In
Spain, pipeline imports entering Iberia via the Medgaz and
Tarifa pipeline are also expected to ramp up, as shippers
are obliged to meet their take-or-pay commitments with
Algerian state oil and gas exporter Sonatrach.
Uncertainty over the Ukrainian transit situation remains a
key potential bullish factor for Italian PSV prices as imports
from Russia via Austria are Italy’s primary source of supply.

TURKEY
The final tmonths of 2019 will be critical for the future of
the Turkish energy sector on several accounts, but the
country is well-positioned to respond to spikes in energy
consumption this winter.
If Russia’s gas transit contract with Ukraine’s Naftogaz
expires at the end of this year, then volumes via the TransBalkan pipeline through Ukraine, Romania and Bulgaria
into Turkey may no longer flow via the same corridor. If the
Trans-Balkan route is stopped, Russian volumes may be
switched to the first string of TurkStream 1 as soon as 1
January 2020. The pipeline, which links Russia to Turkey
via the Black Sea, is close to completion and is expected to
have an annual capacity of 15.75bcm.
Five long-term Russian supply contracts held by the gas
incumbent BOTAS and independent importers are due to
expire in 2021, which means counterparties would need
to start discussing the possible extension, delivery points
as well as contractual terms linked to oil-indexation, takeor-pay and destination clauses.
Nonetheless, with gas storage levels close to 85% of
capacity at the beginning of October, Turkey may have
sufficient volume to rely on in case of a colder spell.

■ All eyes on French nuclear availability after September

reactor drama flooded markets with bullish volatility.
Belgian nuclear outlook stable compared to 2018
winter scare
■ High renewable output in Germany likely to keep
regional markets under pressure
■ Strong gas supply to cap winter upside in power
markets, particularly in gas-dominant countries such
as the UK and Italy. Some bullish risks linger over gas
markets due to uncertainty in Russian supply from
early 2020
■ Weak expectations for Rotterdam coal futures due to
pessimistic outlook for global economic growth to feed
bearishness into coal-burning markets such as Germany
■ Carbon uncertainty could spill volatile moves over key
power markets
■ Low hydro levels and potential outages to support
central-east and southeast European markets

POWER
NORTHWEST EUROPE
Germany is on course to record its highest renewable
generation total in 2019. ICIS analysis anticipates the
share of electricity produced from renewable sources
to end the year at approximately 50%, a year-on-year
increase of 10 percentage points. Onshore wind in
Germany is set to overtake lignite-fired generation and
account for one quarter of total power in the country.
The ramp up in renewable output has heaped pressure
on prices throughout the year. The average German spot
delivery as of the end of October was below €40/MWh,
around €15/MWh cheaper than the ICIS assessment of
the calendar year 2019 baseload product at its expiry.
The price pressure from renewables has applied weight to
other markets in the flow-based market coupling (FBMC)
mechanism region, with French prices also set to deliver at
a discount to previous years.
Given that wind generation tends to ramp up across Europe
during the winter months, continental power markets could
be set for a relatively cheap winter, assuming the current
fundamental outlook.
Bearish gas
The influence of gas price dynamics over German power
prices has increased in 2019, in part due to relatively
expensive carbon allowances, as well as a glut of LNG into
Europe that has tipped gas markets into oversupply.
This has enabled clean spark spreads for 2020 delivery,
a measure of gas-fired profitability given carbon prices, to
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remain short until the end of 2019. According to the
ICIS Timing Impact Model, the EUA price is estimated
to finish the year at €24.60/tCO2e. Looking forward, all
eyes will be on whether the UK manages to vote through
a Brexit deal. A deal would remove potential EUA
volume risks (from UK industrials and utilities) in the
EUA market as well as the sentiment risk that a hardBrexit would bring
■ In parallel, the market will closely follow policy
developments in Germany in the context of the coal
phase-out. Market participants will pay particular
attention to Germany’s decision on the potential
cancellation of German auction volumes over 2021-2030
in tandem with domestic coal plants being closed
■ The EUA market will switch from a negative to a flat
traded balance during the first quarter of 2020. This
is an overall supply issue in 2020 with non-negligible
additional auctions coming to market from various
sources. Amid the relatively flat traded balance during
the first quarter of 2020, ICIS estimates the EUA price to
finish the first quarter of 2020 at €24.24/tCO2e
■ On a final note, the market will closely monitor other
key drivers such as the US-China trade tensions and
the impact on the European economic outlook. Weather
developments will also be key, particularly with respect
to what the 2020 winter means for EU gas storage
depletion. The Dec ‘19 benchmark has recently been
experiencing a very strong correlation to EU gas prices

rise above clean dark spreads, those for coal assets. This
means that gas-fired generation is expected to continue
to eat into the share of hard-coal power over the winter.
With gas storage levels across Europe entering the winter
at almost full capacity, upside for continental gas, and
therefore power prices, is likely to be capped this winter.
This should keep clean spark spreads strong and maintain
the pressure on power prices across northwest European
markets, in particular those such as the UK and the
Netherlands, in which gas-fired generation accounts for a
large chunk of the power mix.

concerning potentially defective nuclear welds at several
French reactors, supply this winter looks relatively
comfortable. In November and December, nuclear
availability in the country is expected at 4GW above the
five-year average.

The UK power market is in a strong contango among
prompt and near-curve monthly contracts. The January ’20
premium to the Day-ahead baseload contract stood at £20/
MWh as assessed in early October. In comparison, the
spread between the respective contracts during the same
period in 2018 was £7/MWh, and £4/MWh in October 2017.

Traders remain wary of French nuclear availability
forecasts and that a risk premium lingers in the winter
contracts of most continental markets. French nuclear
generation is a key source of electricity supply across
Europe during the winter months.

Nuclear risk
Risk tends to loom over winter power products from
potential nuclear outages. Despite the initial fears
caused by an announcement by utility EDF in September

However, a volatile period in September when both power
and gas prices rallied as traders priced in substantial risk
related to French nuclear supply, reminded markets of
the bullish potential a similar future announcement would
have this winter.

In 2018, European power prices spiked due to a raft of
announcements of Belgian nuclear plant outages, which
reduced the country’s operational nuclear power plants
to one reactor out of seven. However, this year, Belgian
nuclear availability is not currently posing a threat.
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Volatile carbon
Carbon emission allowance prices (EUAs) have been the
principle driver of German wholesale power curve prices
in 2019, as the rolling front December EUA sustained
gains made throughout 2018, to trade at an average
€25.25/tCO2e for the first three quarters of 2019.
Bullish carbon particularly supports German prices. The
country generated half of its electricity from carbonemitting sources between January and September of
2019. As the most liquid power market and the largest
generator of power in Europe, German price dynamics
often drive other continental markets.
With a number of variables adding uncertainty to the
carbon market, such as the nature of the UK’s departure
from Europe, the global economic outlook and the
relationship between the German coal phase-out and
EUAs, the carbon market is likely to remain sensitive and
prone to volatility over the coming winter.
Coal impact
While some support is expected for coal prices due to
winter demand, with clean dark spreads showing that coal
remains in the money for winter delivery, the bearishness
persistent in the Rotterdam futures market is likely to
remain, and the relatively cheap coal price is expected to
keep the pressure on power prices across the continent.
The monthly average Rotterdam coal front year settlement
has fallen from $97/tonne in October 2018 to $67/tonne in
September 2019. The more coal-intensive markets such
as Germany and those in central and eastern Europe will
particularly feel the pressure of weak coal prices over the
winter period.

stocks, but after such a long dry spell, it remains to be
seen how much reservoirs can refill over the two-week
period. Without the safety net of well-stocked reservoirs,
producers could have little to call on if temperatures are
very low.
While the region experienced a very mild October, the
markets are yet to be tested in real winter conditions.
Power plant availability should be high by the time colder
temperatures really start to bite. However, unplanned
outages at aging coal-fired plants in particular are
common in the region under severe winter conditions.
The Hungarian Q1 ’19 product has been trading at a
premium to the normally higher Italian equivalent, which
is a sign that the market is still pricing in a significant risk
premium for southeast Europe.

CENTRAL-EAST AND SOUTHEAST EUROPE

SOUTHERN EUROPE

The delivery of fourth-quarter contracts in central-east and
southeast European power markets is set to be supported
by low reservoir stocks and below average run-of-river
generation in the Balkan markets.

Weak gas prices will keep the pressure on Italian power
contracts over the winter. Gas is a key driver for the Italian
power market as the fuel accounts for approximately 45%
of Italian annual generation.

Above average rainfall over the coming weeks and
months could boost run-of-river generation and hydro

The new Italy-Montenegro power link due to come online
by the end of December will be another key driver.

Make better trading decisions with carbon market analysis,
price forecasts and data
The ICIS EU ETS Portal delivers analysis, carbon
market insight and rich datasets. It helps carbon traders
and analysts make confident decisions and spot trends,
as well as model the market and play out scenarios – the
perfect starting point for your own analysis.

Request a free trial

ICIS Carbon EU ETS Insight provides a robust view on
why the market has reacted the way it has and how it will
react in the future highlights. Our analyst updates and
monthly briefings explain the market impacts of news,
policy announcements, or trading statements.

Request a free trial
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Market participants should be able to book 400MW of
the 600MW Italy-Montenegro undersea interconnector by
end-December, according to Italian grid operator Terna.
The interconnector was initially expected to flow
cheap hydropower from the western Balkans to Italy,
harmonising prices between the typically more expensive
Italian market and the more affordable Balkans. However,
fundamentals have changed this year as the Balkans
have been experiencing supply shortages. Flows are likely
to reverse with Italy exporting to Montenegro if the region
is hit by a cold snap.
Meanwhile, supply margins in Spain are also likely to keep
prices under pressure and market participants have taken
the view that contracts may currently be overpriced. The
Q4 ’19 Baseload was valued at €55.275/MWh in its final
assessment before expiry, with October well below that at
€48.025/MWh.

COAL
A sell-off in the Rotterdam coal market is likely to resume
this winter, assuming that European energy margins
do not become exceptionally tight. In the event that the
winter proceeds without significant tightness developing
in Europe, clean dark spreads are likely to be squeezed
from December, as risk premium is sold out of power
and gas products. This could spur another major slump,
especially if Europe receives similar or more LNG than
seen over the previous winter.
At the same time, Chinese coal imports have been
robust over the year to date, growing 10% compared
to the same period in 2018. However, the government
targets flat growth year on year, so imports could fall quite
considerably into December.
China is the world’s largest importer, consumer
and producer of the fuel and this would add to

the downward pressure on the European coal
benchmark. China’s economic growth slowed to 6%
year on year in the third quarter of 2019, its weakest
rate in almost 30 years and short of expectations
due to soft factory production and continuing trade
tensions with the US. Weak demand expectations
from the world’s second-largest economy will continue
to feed into bearish sentiment for the commodity over
the winter.

CRUDE
It is a turbulent time for oil markets, with a number of
potential pivot points on the horizon. Cautious optimism
surrounding the protracted US-China trade war and the
UK’s exit from the EU has eased selling pressures in
recent sessions.
Should a US-China trade resolution materialise and the
UK avoids leaving the EU without a deal, this would
contribute to a much improved oil demand picture going
forward.
However, prices remain exposed to the risk of sell-offs
should talks fail, given the overall pessimistic outlook for
the global economic growth which is closely linked to oil
demand projections.
Unrest in a number of countries has the potential to slash
barrels from the market this winter. Tensions in the Middle
East heightened following an attack on an Iranian oil
tanker in October and on Turkish forces with the support
of Syrian rebels launched an offensive against Kurdish
forces in northeast Syria.
Upside will continue to be truncated by the risk
of recession as investors liquidate positions in riskier
markets, such as commodities, and park money
in perceived safe havens such as gold and treasury
bonds.
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